Animals detect motion using a variety of visual cues that reflect regularities in the natural world. Experiments in animals across phyla have shown that motion percepts incorporate both pairwise and triplet spatiotemporal correlations that could theoretically benefit motion computation. However, it remains unclear how visual systems assemble these cues to build accurate motion estimates. Here, we used systematic behavioral measurements of fruit fly motion perception to show how flies combine local pairwise and triplet correlations to reduce variability in motion estimates across natural scenes. By generating synthetic images with statistics controlled by maximum entropy distributions, we show that the triplet correlations are useful only when images have light-dark asymmetries that mimic natural ones. This suggests that asymmetric ON-OFF processing is tuned to the particular statistics of natural scenes. Since all animals encounter the world's light-dark asymmetries, many visual systems are likely to use asymmetric ON-OFF processing to improve motion estimation.
Introduction
For any visual system, motion estimation is an important but computationally challenging task. To accurately extract motion signals from complex natural inputs, visual systems should take advantage of all useful information. One source of information lies in the stable statistics of the visual input, that is, in the regularities of natural scenes (Geisler, 2008) . A strong version of this hypothesis is that visual systems are tuned, through evolution and experience, to the statistics of natural environments (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Olshausen and Field, 1996; Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001; Srinivasan et al., 1982) . However, it remains unclear how visual systems use the statistics of natural scenes and the motion signals in them to aid in motion estimation (Salisbury and Palmer, 2016; Sinha et al., 2018) .
Motion computation has long been understood algorithmically as selective responses to specific spatiotemporal correlations (Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Poggio and Reichardt, 1973; Potters and Bialek, 1994) . For example, canonical models propose that animals extract motion from visual signals by detecting pairwise spatiotemporal correlations (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956) . Higher order correlations could also contribute to motion computation, and Bayes optimal visual motion estimators can be written as a sum of terms specialized for detecting different correlation types (Potters and Bialek, 1994; Fitzgerald et al., 2011) . This mathematical result follows from a Volterra series expansion, which provides a general and systematic way to represent nonlinear computational systems. Higher order correlations are also empirically relevant. For example, triplet spatiotemporal correlations are the next lowest-order terms after pairwise correlations, and both humans and flies perceive motion in 'glider' stimuli that isolate triplet spatiotemporal correlations Hu and Victor, 2010) . The sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations shows that motion perception incorporates cues neglected by canonical motion detectors.
Interestingly, perceptual sensitivities to triplet spatiotemporal correlations prove that visual systems must consider the polarity of contrast when computing motion. This is because triplet correlations flip sign when contrast polarities are inverted, which means that the perceptual contribution of triplet correlations to a motion estimator reverses when all input contrasts are inverted. This contrast-polarity dependent motion processing has been hypothesized to be an adaptation to natural scenes, especially to the light-dark asymmetry of the contrast distribution Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Leonhardt et al., 2016; Nitzany and Victor, 2014) . For example, simulated motion detectors that were optimized to estimate motion in natural scenes exhibited contrast-polarity-dependent responses similar to flies (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Leonhardt et al., 2016) . These modeling studies suggest that contrast-polarity-dependent responses emerge from performance optimization in natural scenes, but they do not show that real visual systems use their sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations to improve motion estimates. This limitation arises because previous experimental studies measured sensitivities to only a few triplet correlations Leonhardt et al., 2016) . However, one cannot assess the utility of individual correlations in isolation Nitzany et al., 2016) , and naturalistic visual signals contain many spatiotemporal correlations with diverse spatiotemporal structures. Moreover, although previous analyses recognized that some kind of light-dark asymmetry is required for triplet correlation sensitivity to emerge in optimized motion estimators Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Leonhardt et al., 2016) , they did not discover which statistical regularities within natural scenes were sufficient for the observed motion signals to improve accuracy.
Here, we filled these gaps by systematically measuring the nonlinearities in Drosophila visual motion detection and relating them to light-dark asymmetries in natural scenes. We first systematically characterized low-order components of the fly's motion computation algorithm by modeling its visually evoked turning behavior with a Volterra series expansion (Clark et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2014; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Marmarelis and McCann, 1973; Poggio and Reichardt, 1973; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . Through this framework, we extended canonical pairwise (second-order) motion computation models by adding a triplet (third-order) component that accounts for contrastpolarity-dependent motion computation. We evaluated the performance of the inferred algorithm across an ensemble of moving natural images and discovered that the third-order component improves velocity estimates by canceling image-induced variability in the second-order component. Finally, we leveraged maximum entropy distributions to develop a method for generating synthetic images with precisely controlled contrast statistics. This method revealed that the skewness of natural images allows the fly's sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations to improve its canonical motion estimates.
Results
The structure of natural scenes induces variability in second-order motion estimates
To evaluate how canonical motion detectors performed with natural scene inputs, we simulated responses of the Hassenstein-Reichardt Correlator (HRC) to rigidly translating natural scenes. The HRC exemplifies canonical motion detectors, which rely exclusively on pairwise spatiotemporal correlations to estimate motion (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956 ) ( Figure 1A) . It can be equivalently written as a motion energy model (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) . We used a database of natural, panoramic photographs to create naturalistic motion stimuli (Meyer et al., 2014) . In particular, we first converted the photographs' luminance signals into local contrast signals ( Figure 1B, Figure 1-figure supplement 1) . We then rigidly translated these natural images at various horizontal velocities to simulate full-field motion signals (Badwan et al., 2019; Dror et al., 2001; Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Leonhardt et al., 2016) . This rigid translation of images mimics the motion produced by an animal's pure rotation, during which visual objects all move at the same rotational velocity and occlusion does not change over time. Real motion through an environment generates more complex signals than this, but rigid translations are straightforward to compute and rotational visual stimuli are known to induce the rotational optomotor response that we focus on in this manuscript.
The spatiotemporal contrast signals from these (image, velocity) pairs were used as inputs to the HRC model, and we evaluated the model's output for fixed image velocities across different scenes ( Figure 1C , Materials and methods). The model generated a mean response that was linearly tuned for small velocities, peaked at around 130˚/s, and then decayed to zero for fast speeds ( Figure 1C green line). However, we observed substantial variance about the mean response, and this variance implies that different natural scenes generated different second-order motion estimates, even when moving at the same velocity ( Figure 1C green shading) . This is consistent with the finding that canonical second-order motion detectors generate variable responses with natural scene inputs (Dror et al., 2001; Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Sinha et al., 2018) .
Next we sought to investigate how the higher order structure of natural scenes influences the performance of the second-order motion estimates. Though canonical motion detectors use only pairwise spatiotemporal correlations, higher order statistics of static images, such as contrast (HRC) . Each half of the HRC receives inputs from two nearby points in space, which are filtered in time with filters f t ð Þ and g t ð Þ, and then multiplied together. The full HRC receives outputs from two symmetric halves with opposite direction tuning and subtracts two outputs. (B) An example two-dimensional photograph from a natural scene dataset (top), including a one-dimensional section (image) through the photograph (bottom), indicated by the red line. So that the image can be viewed clearly, the contrasts in the photograph were mapped onto gray levels so that an equal number of pixels were represented by each gray level. (C) Average response (line) and variance (shaded) of the outputs of an HRC (equivalent to a motion energy model; Adelson and Bergen, 1985) when presented with naturalistic motion at various velocities. Images were sampled from natural scenes (green) or from a synthetic image dataset in which all higher order structure was eliminated (purple, see Materials and methods). (D) Example synthetic image in which all higher order structure was eliminated. The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 1: kurtosis, influence the detector's variance Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . To demonstrate this, we generated a synthetic image set in which we preserved the second-order statistics of natural scenes, including their spatial correlation function and contrast variance, but eliminated all higher order structure ( Figure 1D , Materials and methods). When the higher order structure was eliminated, the HRC's average tuning was unchanged, but there was a marked decrease in the variance ( Figure 1C purple) . This demonstrates that higher order structure in natural scenes induces variability in canonical motion estimates.
Modeling fly motion computation with second-and third-order Volterra kernels
To investigate how real visual systems compute motion, we wanted to systematically characterize an animal's motion computation at the algorithmic level (Marr and Poggio, 1976) . Motion computation requires a nonlinear transformation to form a motion estimate from the visual stimulus (Borst and Egelhaaf, 1989; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Poggio and Reichardt, 1973) . We approximated this nonlinear transformation using a Volterra series expansion (Marmarelis and McCann, 1973; Marmarelis, 2004; Schetzen, 1980; Wiener, 1966) . Similar to the Taylor series from calculus, the Volterra series is a polynomial description of a nonlinearity, with a first-order kernel that describes linear transformations, a second-order kernel that captures quadratic terms, and higher-order kernels that combine to represent a wide variety of nonlinearities beyond the second-order. However, many polynomial terms can be needed to describe some nonlinearities. For instance, the polynomial description of a compressive, saturating nonlinearity is inefficient, and it can be easier to describe such transformations using alternative nonlinear model architectures, such as linear-nonlinear cascade models (Dayan and Abbott, 2001) . We emphasize that the Volterra kernel description is explicitly algorithmic, as it aims to summarize the overall system processing without considering the mechanisms leading to this processing.
Volterra kernels are useful for studying visual motion processing because they allow us to rigorously group response properties by their order (Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Potters and Bialek, 1994) , thereby permitting us to clearly describe both canonical and contrast polarity-dependent components of the behavior. For example, the second-order kernel is equivalent to the canonical motion detecting algorithms, as it explains the sensitivity to pairwise spatiotemporal correlations (Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . Second-order Volterra kernels, along with related spike-triggered covariance methods (Bialek and van Steveninck, 2005; Sandler and Marmarelis, 2015; Schwartz et al., 2006) , have been used to model second-order behavior and neural processing in flies and primates (Clark et al., 2011; Marmarelis and McCann, 1973; Poggio and Reichardt, 1973; Rust et al., 2005; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . However, the second-order kernel cannot capture the system's sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations. We therefore minimally extended the depth of the Volterra series expansion to include the third-order kernel. The third-order kernel directly measures sensitivities to triplet spatiotemporal correlations and probes ON/OFF asymmetries in motion processing.
Experimental measurements of Volterra kernels in fly behavior
We focused on how the fly responds to correlations between nearest-neighbor pixels in the visual input, which corresponded roughly to a single ommatidium separation (Buchner, 1976) (Figure 2A) . The second-order kernel describes how the behavioral response is influenced by the product of contrasts at each pair of spatiotemporal points in the visual input ( Figure 2B blue) . In comparison, the third-order kernel describes how the response is influenced by the product of contrasts at each triplet of spatiotemporal points in the visual input ( Figure 2B green) . Note that triplet spatiotemporal correlations could in principle be computed across three distinct spatial locations, but our analysis focused on triplet spatiotemporal correlations distributed across two nearest-neighbor pixels.
In order to extract Volterra kernels, especially higher-order ones, we needed a large amount of data. We thus developed a high-throughput setup to measure turning in walking flies in response to visual stimuli ( Figure 2C ) (Creamer et al., 2018; Creamer et al., 2019) . In this setup, a fly's optomotor turning response serves as a readout of its motion perception (Gö tz and Wenking, 1973; Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956) , which allowed us to characterize the fly's motion computation algorithm by measuring its visually-evoked turning response. Flies spend a large portion of their lives . We modeled the fly's motion computation algorithm with second-and third-order Volterra kernels and extracted the kernels using reversecorrelation (Appendix 1, Materials and methods). (A) Visual depiction of our model, where the fly's motion computation system consists of a spatial array of elementary motion detectors (EMDs), and each EMD receives inputs from two neighboring spatial locations. We presented flies with vertically uniform stimuli with 5˚-wide pixels, roughly matching ommatidium spacing. (B) Diagram showing how the output of one EMD at time t, indicated by gray dashed line, is influenced by the second-and third-order products in the stimulus. Left: visual inputs of one EMD, s L and s R . The visual stimulus contained products of pairwise and triplet points with various spatiotemporal structure. One specific pairwise product is highlighted (blue barbell) and one specific triplet product is highlighted (green triangle). Middle: The motion computation of the EMD is approximated by the second-order kernel (blue) and the third-order kernel (green). The second-order kernel (blue) K 2 ð Þ LR t 1 ; t 2 ð Þ is a two-dimensional matrix. For example, the response at time t is influenced by the products of s L t À 7 ð Þ and s R t À 9 ð Þ with weighting K 2 ð Þ LR 7; 9 ð Þ. The third-order kernel (green) K
Right: turning response at time t is influenced by all pairwise and triplet products in the visual stimulus, with weightings given by the second-and third-order kernel elements. (C) Diagram of the fly-ona-ball rig. We tethered a fly above a freely-rotating ball, which acted as a two-dimensional treadmill. We presented stochastic binary stimuli, and measured fly turning responses. (D) The extracted second-order kernel. The color represents the magnitude of the kernel, with red indicating rightward turning and blue indicating leftward turning to positive pairwise spatiotemporal correlations. Above the diagonal line, the matrix represented left-tilted pairwise products (example in B) and below the diagonal line represents right tilted pairwise products. (E) The extracted third-order kernel. For visualization purposes, we show only the two diagonals with the largest magnitude. The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 2: standing and walking on surfaces, making walking optomotor responses ethologically critical (Carey et al., 2006) .
We extracted the second-and third-order Volterra-kernels with reverse-correlation methods. To do this, we presented flies with spatiotemporally uncorrelated binary stimuli on a panoramic screen around the fly, measured their turning responses, and correlated the behavior at each time to the stimuli preceding it (Materials and methods, Appendix 1, Figure 2 -figure supplement 1) (Clark et al., 2011; Mano and Clark, 2017; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . The measured secondorder kernel showed positive and negative lobes ( Figure 2D ). The positive lobe below the diagonal indicates that flies turned to the right when presented with positive correlations in the rightward direction. This second-order kernel is consistent with classical models of motion computation and with previous neural and behavioral measurements (Clark et al., 2011; Marmarelis and McCann, 1973; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . The measured third-order kernel also showed both positive and negative values ( Figure 2E) , and we will dissect its detailed structure later in this manuscript. However, we first set out to evaluate how the third-order kernel contributed to motion estimation across an ensemble of moving natural images.
The third-order kernel improves velocity estimation for moving natural scenes
The kernels were fit to turning behavior, so the output of the model to moving visual stimuli is the predicted optomotor turning response. Following previous work Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Leonhardt et al., 2016; Poggio and Reichardt, 1973; Potters and Bialek, 1994; Sinha et al., 2018) , we hypothesized that optomotor turning responses provide a proxy for the fly's velocity estimate. Using the fitted behavioral model, we could thus investigate how accurately the fly's velocity estimate tracks the true image velocity. We evaluated the fly's motion computation performance with a simple and specific metric: when an entire natural image translates rigidly with constant velocity, how accurately does the behavioral algorithm predict the image velocity ( Figure 3A) ? Specifically, does the fly use its sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations to improve velocity estimation?
We sampled the velocities from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 114˚/s: this distribution roughly matched turning distributions in walking flies (DeAngelis et al., 2019; Katsov and Clandinin, 2008) . Crucially, because we measured the Volterra kernels, we could separate the fly's predicted output into two components: the canonical second-order response, r 2 ð Þ , and the non-canonical third-order response, r 3 ð Þ ( Figure 3A) . The second-order response is the output from the second-order kernel, and it describes how the fly responded to naturalistic secondorder spatiotemporal correlations in the stimulus. Similarly, r 3 ð Þ is the output from the third-order kernel, and it describes how the fly responded to naturalistic triplet spatiotemporal correlations. This separation allowed us to ask how the pairwise and triplet correlations are individually and jointly used to estimate motion. We quantified how well the model's responses predicted the image velocity using the Pearson correlation coefficient Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Leonhardt et al., 2016) . This metric supposes that the model response and image velocity are linearly related, and its value summarizes intuitively the mean-squared-error of the best linear fit between the model's output and the image velocity. When the correlation coefficient has an absolute value near 1, the model closely tracks image velocity, while a value near 0 indicates no linear relationship between model and image velocity. The responses derived from the second-order kernel, r 2 ð Þ , correlated positively with the true velocity ( Figure 3B blue) , indicating that the second-order response matches the behavioral direction (Clark et al., 2011; Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . Interestingly, the isolated third-order response, r 3 ð Þ , anti-correlated with true image velocities ( Figure 3B green). This means that the fly's third-order response on its own would predict that the fly turns in the direction opposite to the presented motion. However, when r 3 ð Þ was added to r 2 ð Þ , the accuracy of the full motion estimator increased by~25% compared to r 2 ð Þ alone ( Figure 3B red, Figure 3C ).
This important result shows that the third-order responses improve velocity estimates only in conjunction with second-order responses.
To understand this counterintuitive finding, it's useful to recognize that the second-order response is influenced by both the image velocity and the structure of the natural scene. For example, recall that the output of the HRC depended both on the velocity of motion and on the particular image that was moving ( Figure 1C ). Thus, one way to improve the accuracy of the response is to reduce scene-dependent variability in the second-order estimate. To investigate whether this interpretation explained the observed improvement, we calculated the residuals of the second-order responses by subtracting the best linear fit of the image velocity and plotted them against the thirdorder responses. We found that the third-order signal was strongly anticorrelated with this sceneinduced residual in the second-order response ( Figure 3D ). This means that the fly's sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations indeed canceled scene-dependent variability in the second-order motion estimator to improve the accuracy of motion estimation across natural scenes.
Since the magnitude of the second-order kernel and third-order kernel were each measured experimentally, our model combined r 2 ð Þ and r 3 ð Þ with a 1:1 ratio. Nevertheless, we were interested in whether the fly could have done better with alternate weighting coefficients, so we fit a linear regression model to reweight r 2 ð Þ and r 3 ð Þ to best predict image velocity. Strikingly, we found the optimized relative weighting between r 2 ð Þ and r 3 ð Þ was near one, and the performance of the best weighted model was only marginally better than the empirical model ( Figure 3C gray) . Thus, the measured second-and third-order kernels were weighted near optimally for performance in naturalistic motion estimation. We also wanted to understand how the improvement added by r 3 ð Þ depended on the parameters of our simulation. To see how it depended on the width of the image velocity distribution, we varied the standard deviation over an order of magnitude. The improvement did not depend strongly on the variance of the velocity (Figure 3 -figure supplement 1). We also asked how the contrast computation affected the performance of the measured algorithm. When we previously converted luminance into contrast signals, we computed local contrasts on a length scale of 25˚(measured by fullwidth-at-half-maximum), because that is the approximate spatial scale of surround inhibition measured in flies (Arenz et al., 2017; Freifeld et al., 2013; Srinivasan et al., 1982) . When we swept this spatial scale from 10˚to 75˚, the improvement added by the third-order kernel first increased, peaked at around 30˚, and then decreased to negative values after 40˚( Figure 3 -figure supplement 2A-E). When we computed the contrast over time, instead of space, we observed improvements on timescales less than 100 ms, comparable to measured timescales involved in early visual neurons that compute temporal derivatives (Behnia et al., 2014; Srinivasan et al., 1982; Yang et al., 2016) (Figure 3-figure supplement 2FG ). However, the third-order term hurt performance when contrasts were computed on longer timescales. These results show that contrast computations influence the utility of the measured third-order kernel, with maximal utility occurring in a regime that approximately matches the contrast computation of the fly eye.
Visualizing the measured third-order kernel with impulse responses
Since the measured third-order Volterra kernel improved motion estimates, we wanted to characterize it in more detail. To better visualize the third-order kernel, we rearranged its elements in an impulse response format ( Figure 4AB , Materials and methods). The impulse response of a system is its output when presented with a small and brief input, called an impulse. This impulse may consist of a change in contrast at a single point, in which case the impulse response captures the linear response of the system. Analogously, if the impulse consists of a contrast triplet over three points in space and time, then the triplet impulse response captures the system's response to the interactions of those three points, after accounting for those responses already explained by linear or secondorder impulse responses. Triplet correlation impulse responses are useful because they allow one to rapidly digest how different triplet correlations will affect behavior. For example, in Figure 4A , we colored three occurrences of triplets that have the same spatiotemporal structure and their corresponding triplet impulse responses. We set the origin of the impulse responses to be the most recent point in the triplet, because the system could not respond to the interaction of three points before all three points were presented. Since the spatiotemporal structures of these three triplets are the same, the three impulse responses have the same shape. Note that a negative impulse, consisting of an odd number of dark elements within the triplet, would drive turning in the opposite direction. In Figure 4B , we represented impulse responses of different triplet with colormaps and used ball-stick cartoons to show the relative temporal distances between the points in each triplet. The predicted time course of the behavioral effect is easy to discern, and the kernel predicts that the behavioral consequences of triplet correlations will last almost a second. We can more compactly understand the relative magnitudes of the behavioral effects by summing the impulse responses over time ( Figure 4C ) (Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . As expected, the impact of different triplet correlations varies significantly in both direction and magnitude.
Verification of the third-order kernel measurement
We verified the reliability of our third-order kernel measurement in two ways. First, we tested the statistical significance of the measured kernel directly. We extracted an ensemble of null kernels by applying the reverse-correlation analysis to the measured behavioral responses and temporallyshifted visual stimuli (Materials and methods). By comparing summed kernel elements in the empirical and null kernels, we found that many terms in the third-order kernel were statistically significant at the p=0.05 level ( Figure 4C ). Significance was especially common when the temporal distance between the points in the triplet spatiotemporal correlation was less than 0.1 s.
Second, we measured the fly's sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations with third-order glider stimuli ( Figure 4D , Figure 4 -figure supplement 1). Third-order glider stimuli are binary stimuli that lack pairwise correlations and are enriched in specific triplet spatiotemporal correlations Hu and Victor, 2010) . We used the measured third-order kernel to predict responses to the glider stimuli. Most of the measured responses were quantitatively predicted by the third-order kernel ( Figure 4D ). Several gliders elicited smaller behavioral responses compared to the kernel prediction; such differences might be attributable to induced long-range spatial correlations in glider stimuli Hu and Victor, 2010) , which are not captured by our measured nearest-neighbor kernel. Nevertheless, the successes revealed by this independent experimental test strongly suggest that we had enough statistical power to reliably fit the third-order kernel to the behavioral data.
The second-and third-order kernels share temporal structure Multiple models propose that sensitivity to pairwise and triplet spatiotemporal correlations could emerge simultaneously from the same nonlinear step in the fly brain (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Leong et al., 2016; Leonhardt et al., 2016) . We were thus curious whether the measured secondand third-order kernels had a common temporal structure. To compare the second-order and thirdorder kernels, we simplified the third-order kernel to a two-dimensional approximation (Figure 4 figure supplement 2ABC), rearranged the second-order kernel into the impulse response format (Figure 4-figure supplement 2D), and computed summed kernel strengths to obtain one-dimensional representations for both kernels ( Figure 4E) . We compared the second-and third-order kernel elements at the same temporal offsets ( Figure 4E top) . In the case of pairwise correlations, the temporal offset was determined by the temporal distance between the left and the right points, and in the case of triplet correlations, the temporal offset was determined by the average temporal distance between the left and right points. The summed kernel strengths showed that the second-order and third-order kernels had similar sensitivities to temporal delays between the input pixels, with peak sensitivity at the shortest delays in our experiment ( Figure 4E bottom) . An analysis employing the singular value decomposition yielded similar results, and also showed comparable kinetics in the behavioral responses to pairwise and triplet correlations ( Figure 4-figure supplement 2EFG) . These similarities suggest that the second-and third-order responses originate in common physiological processes. Comparing the measured third-order kernel to optimal motion estimators A recent theoretical study proposed several motion detectors whose parameters were optimized for velocity estimation in natural scenes (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) ( Figure 4-figure supplement 3) .
In order to compare our measured third-order kernel to those of these optimized motion detectors, we presented stochastic binary stimuli to these detectors and extracted their third-order kernels using reverse-correlation. We found that the third-order kernels of the optimized models were usually similar to each other ( Figure 4F ), which is consistent with prior analyses (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . The measured third-order kernel consistently agreed with the optimized kernels in its signs, and in some cases, the kernels were also similar in magnitude. However, certain kernel elements differed markedly between the optimized models and the behaviorally measured kernel. Perhaps most noticeably, the behavioral kernel was much smaller than the optimized kernels for correlations whose spatiotemporal structure involved large delays between the points ( Figure 4F , third and fifth kernel elements). Such differences between the optimized models and the measured behavior could indicate suboptimalities in the fly brain. However, they could also result from unrealistic constraints imposed on the model optimization, such as fixed temporal processing and restricted model structures (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Leonhardt et al., 2016) . The measured kernel therefore provides valuable new data to inform theoretical work assessing the optimality of biological motion estimators.
Positive skewness is sufficient for the third-order kernel to improve motion estimates Which features of natural images allow the measured third-order kernel to improve motion estimates? The natural scene dataset is comprised of heterogeneous individual images ( Figure 5A ), so we calculated the contrast mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis of each image individually. The variance describes the scale of the contrast variation; the skewness quantifies imbalance between contrasts above and below the mean; and the kurtosis roughly characterizes the frequency of extreme bright and dark points. Each of these statistics showed a wide distribution over the image ensemble ( Figure 5-figure supplement 1ABCD) . These statistics were also highly dependent on each other: a positively skewed image often had high variance and was highly kurtotic ( Figure 5B , Figure 5 -figure supplement 1E). These strong relationships make it difficult to isolate the effects of individual statistics within the image ensemble.
Figure 4 continued
occurrences of the triplet. The first triplet (lightest green) involves two black points and one white point, so their product is positive, and it elicits an impulse response with positive sign. The triplet occurs far from current time t, so its influence on the current response is small. The last triplet (darkest green) involves two white points and one black point, so the product is negative and it elicits an impulse response with flipped sign. It is close to current time t, and has a large influence on the current response. (B) Third-order kernel visualized using an impulse-response format (Materials and methods). Top: the ball-stick diagrams as in (A). Bottom: the color map plots the 'impulse response' to the corresponding triplets, and color represents the strength of the kernel. Different panels represent different Dt 31 . In each color map, Dt 31 is fixed, the columns represent To isolate the effects of individual statistics, we therefore generated several different synthetic image datasets that have alternate contrast statistics (Materials and methods). To generate each image, we constructed a synthetic contrast distribution and sampled pixel contrasts from this distribution (Appendix 2, Figure 5 -figure supplement 2A). In this way, we could manipulate the statistics of the image by constraining various statistics of the distribution. In particular, we constrained the distribution to have specific lower order moments, such as mean, variance, and skewness. A distribution is not solely determined by its lower order moments, so there can be many distributions sharing the same lower order moments ( Figure 5-figure supplement 2A) . Among all such distributions, we chose the most random one, known as the maximum entropy distribution (MED) (Berger et al., 1996; Jaynes, 1957; Schneidman et al., 2006; Victor and Conte, 2012) . Because we can specify these lower order moments independently, we can ask whether specific statistics are sufficient to generate the improvement added by the third-order signal.
We began by generating two synthetic image datasets (Materials and methods). In the first dataset, we generated a synthetic image for each natural image that had the same contrast mean and variance. To do this, we first found an MED whose contrast mean and variance matched those of the natural image ( Figure 5C, green) . We then generated a single synthetic image by sampling from this MED ( Figure 5D green) . In the second dataset, we required the synthetic image to have the same contrast mean, variance, and skewness as the original image ( Figure 5CD, brown) . By retaining the skewness, these synthetic images retained naturalistic light-dark asymmetries. We then asked how the third-order response affected velocity estimates across these two synthetic image datasets. When only the mean and variance of natural scenes were retained, the third-order response was near zero (Figure 5-figure supplement 2A, green) and did not improve motion estimation ( Figure 5E ). However, when the synthetic scenes were constrained to be naturalistically light-dark asymmetric, the improvement added by the third-order kernel was recovered ( Figure 5E) , with magnitude comparable to what was observed for the natural scene dataset ( Figure 3C) .
Finally, we wanted to see whether the degree of skewness controlled the magnitude of the improvement. We therefore generated synthetic image datasets in which we systematically varied the image skewness ( Figure 5FG ). In these synthetic images, the degree of skewness determined how much the third-order response could improve the full motion estimate ( Figure 5H ). When the images were negatively skewed, the third-order response correlated with image velocity ( Figure 5 figure supplement 3C). However, since it also positively correlated with the residual in the secondorder response, adding it to the second-order response decreased the model's overall performance ( Figure 5-figure supplement 3CD) . When the images were positively skewed, the third-order response became anticorrelated with the residual in the second-order response and thus improved the overall motion estimates ( Figure 5H , Figure 5-figure supplement 3CD) . These synthetic image sets show that positive image skewness is sufficient for the third-order signal to improve motion estimates. Thus, the measured algorithm for motion estimation leverages light-dark asymmetries found in natural scenes to improve motion estimates.
Discussion
In this study, we first fit a Volterra series expansion to model the fly's turning behavior in response to binary stochastic stimuli, and both second-and third-order terms in the Volterra series contributed to the turning behavior. We then evaluated the model's output when it was presented with an ensemble of rigidly translating natural scenes. There, the second-and third-order terms of the model combined to produce outputs that better correlated with image velocities. There is no a priori reason to assume that a model fit to explain turning behavior would necessarily predict the image velocity. Therefore, these results can be taken together to motivate the hypothesis that the magnitude of the fly's turning response is determined by an internal estimate of velocity. Furthermore, this estimate is specifically tailored for natural environments, since we found that the third-order kernel relies on light-dark asymmetries that are present in natural scenes but not in arbitrary images. Since skewed scenes are prevalent across natural environments, and many visual systems exhibit ON-OFF asymmetric visual processing (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Jin et al., 2011; Mazade et al., 2019; Pandarinath et al., 2010; Ratliff et al., 2010; Zaghloul et al., 2003) , many animals are likely to use similar strategies for motion perception.
Direct demonstration that triplet correlations improve velocity estimation for natural images
The idea that features of the visual motion computation serve to improve performance in natural environments is conceptually appealing and theoretically powerful. For example, prior studies have found that optimized motion detectors had triplet correlation sensitivities similar to those measured from the fly visual system (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Leonhardt et al., 2016) . Although it is intriguing that biologically relevant response properties emerged in optimized motion detectors, the link from contrast-polarity dependent motion computation to naturalistic motion estimation remained indirect. Here we have provided the first direct demonstration that third-order components of the fly's motion computation algorithm improve velocity estimation for moving natural scenes. This direct demonstration had not been possible before because prior measurements were limited to a narrow range of correlations, and it was unclear how the measured cues interacted with unmeasured components of the motion estimation algorithm. For example, here we found that the third-order kernel appeared counterproductive when viewed in isolation, but the way flies incorporated triplet correlations was easily interpretable via the deficits of the second-order motion estimator. Remarkably, this problem could have persisted if motion computation needed to be understood in the context of additional visual motion cues that involve longer spatial-scales or higher order nonlinearities, which have been neglected in this study. This suggests that it might be sufficient to comprehensively characterize motion computation with a few local and low-order visual cues, which is encouraging for the approach outlined here. On the other hand, a mechanistically accurate model of visual motion processing could eventually summarize the relevant cues in a more succinct and less abstract way.
Flies use triplet correlations to cancel scene-dependent variability in second-order cues
We found that the third-order responses in flies were anti-correlated with the natural image velocities ( Figure 3BC) . Nevertheless, they improved velocity estimation when added to the second-order responses ( Figure 3D) . This result appears counter-intuitive at first but can be understood. Spatiotemporal correlations are influenced by both the motion and local structure of the scene, but motion-driven behaviors should ignore fluctuations stemming from the scene's structure as much as possible. Pairwise and triplet spatiotemporal correlations are related to contrast variance and skewness, respectively, which are correlated across the ensemble of natural scenes ( Figure 5B ). This means that fluctuations in second-order signals tend to be accompanied by fluctuations in thirdorder signals. Therefore, with the right weighting, second-order and third-order signals may collaborate to reduce the image-induced signal fluctuations in the motion estimate . Indeed, we found that the third-order responses improved motion estimates because they helped to cancel variability in the second-order responses induced by the structure of natural scenes. This finding highlights a generally important but underappreciated point about cue combination and population coding in neural systems. Although a neuron's tuning is often used as a proxy for its involvement in stimulus processing, even untuned neurons can contribute productively to downstream decoding if their responses are correlated with noise in the tuned neuronal population (Zylberberg, 2017) .
Large computational benefits can underlie small behavioral effects
The HRC has explained a large number of behavioral phenomena and neural responses, and it is reasonable to ask how much we have gained by extending its second-order algorithmic description to a third-order one. The magnitude of behavior elicited by the third-order kernel is small compared to the second-order kernel's contribution. However, the magnitude of the behavioral effect and the magnitude of the underlying performance gain can differ significantly. For example, the largest reported turning response elicited by a third-order glider stimulus is less than 20% of that elicited by second-order glider stimuli , yet the performance gain afforded by a motion detector designed to detect its defining third-order correlation exceeded 30% (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . Similarly, here we predict that many natural images would elicit little output from the third-order kernel ( Figure 3B ), yet third-order responses improved the correlation between the model output and velocity by~25% ( Figure 3C) . These performance gains are modest, but they are comparable to the inarguable benefits provided by spatial averaging and could be ecologically relevant to the fly (Dror et al., 2001; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2018) . Since we have only approximated the system with a spatially localized low order polynomial, we also expect that the improvements we observed here represent a lower bound on the total effects provided by the full mechanism underlying light-dark asymmetric motion processing. Indeed, longer range and higher order motion detection models can nearly double motion estimation accuracy while predicting realistic glider response magnitudes (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . It will be interesting to investigate whether mechanistically accurate models that explain the origin of the third-order kernel also reveal larger performance improvements.
Asymmetric ON-OFF processing could affect motion processing across the animal kingdom Here, we showed that flies systematically exploit contrast asymmetries in natural scenes to improve their visual motion estimates. This resonates with previous work showing that many visual systems process ON and OFF signals asymmetrically to improve other aspects of visual processing (Kremkow et al., 2014; Mazade et al., 2019; Pandarinath et al., 2010; Ratliff et al., 2010) . Moreover, flies and vertebrates share striking anatomical and functional properties in their motion detection circuits (Borst and Helmstaedter, 2015; Clark and Demb, 2016; Sanes and Zipursky, 2010) , likely because they are solving similar problems with similar constraints. We thus expect that many visual systems use ON-OFF asymmetric processing to improve visual motion perception. Nevertheless, it remains unclear how similar or different the details of such strategies will be across the animal kingdom. Indeed, although both primates and insects respond to third-order glider stimuli, their patterns of response differ Hu and Victor, 2010; Nitzany et al., 2017) . ON-OFF asymmetric visual processing also varies in other ways, and there is evidence that contrast adaptation in ON and OFF pathways is different between primate and salamander retinas (Chander and Chichilnisky, 2001) .
Adaptations to differences in both habitat and early sensory processing could potentially explain these divergences. Here, we found positive and negative contrast skewness in different terrestrial scenes ( Figure 5-figure supplement 1C ), but positive skewness was most prevalent across the scenes. If certain habitats feature scenes that are predominantly negatively skewed, our work predicts that animals living in these habitats should have opposite third-order responses to flies ( Figure 5H ). More generally, natural scenes in different habitats are known to be similar in some statistics and different in others (Balboa and Grzywacz, 2003; Burkhardt et al., 2006) . Interestingly, positive skewness might be particularly common in natural luminance distributions, because luminance signals are the product of many independent factors that generically combine to produce lognormal distributions (Richards, 1982) . Nevertheless, the skewness level that matters for motion detecting circuits also depends on earlier processing operations in the eye (Figure 3-figure sup plement 2C). In our numerical experiments, we computed local contrast signals. The spatial scales of this preprocessing influenced the statistics of the resulting contrast, which in turn influenced the performance of the motion computation. Biologically, this suggests that signal processing in early visual circuits can strongly influence how downstream circuits organize their computations (Dror et al., 2001; Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . Alternatively, early sensory processing might be tailored to accommodate the computational requirements of downstream processing. These possibilities are not mutually exclusive, and in both cases, the early visual processing must work in concert with the downstream motion detectors to form robust and consistent perceptions.
Volterra kernels systematically characterize nonlinear motion computations
The algorithm used by the visual system to extract motion signals is a nonlinear transformation from light detection to motion estimates. There are numerous ways to characterize a nonlinear system. In many cases, visual neuroscientists have purposefully designed stimuli, such as sinusoidal gratings, plaids, and gliders, to probe specific nonlinearities in the system Creamer et al., 2018; Euler et al., 2002; Fisher et al., 2015; Haag et al., 2016; Hu and Victor, 2010; Movshon et al., 1985; Rust et al., 2005; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2018; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016) . In other cases, they have used stochastic stimuli to fit simple predictive models, such as linear-nonlinear models, generalized linear models, cascade models, and normalization models to capture a restricted but relatively broad set of biologically plausible nonlinearities (Dayan and Abbott, 2001; Leong et al., 2016; Maheswaranathan et al., 2018; McIntosh et al., 2016; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016; Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998) .
Here, we approximated the nonlinear system with Volterra kernels (Marmarelis and Naka, 1972; Wiener, 1966) . This represents a general and systematic approach to nonlinear system identification, since (1) one need not make strong assumptions about the system to measure its kernels, (2) higher order kernels can in principle be added to characterize the system arbitrarily well, and (3) a complete set of kernels predicts the system's output for arbitrary input signals. One major limitation of this approach is that higher order kernels become progressively more difficult to fit as the number of kernel elements increases. This makes the approach most practical when a few low-order terms already capture conceptually important variables. Here, we leveraged the fact that second-order kernel capture the canonical models for visual motion estimation while third-order kernel probes ON/ OFF asymmetries in motion processing. These two kernels can be related to distinct statistics of natural scenes.
Polynomial approximations to complex nonlinear systems have also been useful in other domains of neuroscience. For example, the experimental phenomenon of frequency-dependent long-term potentiation can be explained by extending canonical pairwise spike-timing-dependent plasticity models to include the relative timing of three spikes (Pfister and Gerstner, 2006; Sjö strö m et al., 2001) . This makes learning sensitive to third-order correlations (Gjorgjieva et al., 2011) . In the field of texture perception, researchers have long sought low order statistics that explain whether two patterns are texturally discriminable (Julesz, 1962; Julesz et al., 1973; Julesz et al., 1978) . Similar to our findings for motion perception, both natural scene statistics and upstream visual processing play important roles (Hermundstad et al., 2014; Portilla and Simoncelli, 2000; Tkacik et al., 2010) . As a final example, understanding how neural network structure impacts dynamics was aided by formally expanding the network's connectivity matrix into low-order connectivity motifs (Hu et al., 2014; Trousdale et al., 2012) . These motifs might relate to measurable properties of the neocortex (Song et al., 2005) .
Velocity estimation is a useful approximation to motion computation
In this paper, we evaluated the fly's motion computation algorithm by measuring the accuracy of velocity estimation. Prior studies have often hypothesized that velocity estimation is a key requirement of motion processing and optomotor circuitry Dror et al., 2001; Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Poggio and Reichardt, 1973; Potters and Bialek, 1994) . It is thus reassuring that a model that better fit optomotor behavior also predicted image velocity more accurately. Nevertheless, motion computation is involved in perceptual tasks beyond the optomotor response, such as detecting looming stimuli (Card and Dickinson, 2008; Zacarias et al., 2018) . In such tasks, the goal may not be to estimate the velocity of the visual object, but spatiotemporal correlations might nevertheless be useful (Nitzany and Victor, 2014) . In addition, fly motion detecting neurons respond to static sinusoids or local luminance changes without obvious relevance for motion processing (Fisher et al., 2015; Gruntman et al., 2018; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2018) , which suggests that motion computation algorithms might be jointly optimized alongside the detection of other visual features. Finally, visual systems have to coordinate with motor systems to achieve accurate sensorimotor transformations, so one should take the properties of the motor system into consideration when evaluating the performance of a motion computation algorithm (Dickinson et al., 2000) . Future work could consider more sophisticated evaluation metrics that better reflect the total ethological relevance of the visual environment to the fly. As we continue to distill the factors that combine to set the ultimate performance criteria, the use of velocity estimation is likely to remain a simple, useful, and insightful approximation.
Potential mechanisms underlying the measured light-dark asymmetries
Visual systems in both vertebrates and invertebrates split into ON and OFF pathways that process light and dark signals separately and asymmetrically (Balasubramanian and Sterling, 2009; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Clark and Demb, 2016; Leonhardt et al., 2016; Ratliff et al., 2010; Ravi et al., 2018; Sagdullaev and McCall, 2005; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2018) . Some of these differences could result from biological constraints. Others could be an ethologically relevant adaptation to light-dark asymmetries found in the natural world. Either way, it is difficult to extrapolate from asymmetric neuronal processing of light and dark signals to functional asymmetries in downstream processing, including behavior. In this study, we used the behavioral turning responses to measure asymmetries in the flies' motion computation algorithm, instead of examining ON and OFF processing channels at the neuronal level. Since optomotor sensitivity to triplet spatiotemporal correlations is necessarily a functional consequence of underlying asymmetric visual signal processing, we could thus directly link light-dark asymmetries in natural scenes to the functional impact of ON-OFF asymmetric neural circuitry. It is similarly important to identify additional light-dark asymmetric behaviors that can clarify the functional role of other light-dark asymmetries in visual processing.
Having established the functional relevance of ON-OFF asymmetric visual processing, it is next important to find its neural implementation. Previous work has suggested that front-end nonlinearities could account for certain optomotor illusions in flies (Bülthoff and Gö tz, 1979) , and it is conceivable that such nonlinearities could generate contrast asymmetric motion responses (Clark and Demb, 2016; Fitzgerald et al., 2011) . However, several simple front-end nonlinearities can improve motion estimation without inducing the observed triplet correlation responses (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . Alternatively, nonlinear processing at the level of direction-selective T4 and T5 neurons could also generate the asymmetries we observed here. Indeed, differentially affecting T4 and T5 activity, either through direct silencing or by manipulating upstream neurons, alters the behavioral responses of flies to triplet correlations Leonhardt et al., 2016) , and parallel experiments in humans similarly find that contrast-asymmetric responses are mediated by neurons separately modulated by moving ON and OFF edges . Yet, it remains unclear whether asymmetric responses of T4 and T5 are inherited from upstream neurons. For instance, contrast adaptation could differ between the two pathways (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002) , and incompletely rectified inputs to T4 and T5 could generate asymmetrical responses to light and dark inputs (Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2018) . The weightings of T4 and T5 signals in downstream circuits could also result in contrast asymmetric phenomena. This rich landscape of possibilities motivates us to think that multiple mechanisms are likely to be involved. By measuring behavior and distilling the abstract algorithmic properties of the system, we will be able to constrain the contributions of individual circuit components without confining ourselves to an overly narrow class of mechanistic models.
Relating algorithm and implementation in fly visual motion estimation
David Marr famously asserted that neural computation needs to be understood at both the algorithmic and implementational levels (Marr and Poggio, 1976) . The benefits of this dual understanding go both ways. On one hand, the brain is immensely complicated, and an algorithmic theory can provide an invaluable lens for making sense of its details. On the other hand, the nuances of neuronal implementation can lead to new algorithmic questions and mechanistically satisfying answers. Marr used the optomotor response of flies to articulate his philosophy over forty years ago, and the community is still leveraging this problem to unravel the subtle relationships between algorithm and mechanism in the brain. The HRC model provided the first algorithmic theory of fly visual motion estimation, and this model's insights into the roles of spatial separation, differential time delays, and nonlinear signal integration have now been verified mechanistically (Arenz et al., 2017; Fisher et al., 2015; Haag et al., 2016; Leong et al., 2016; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2016; Takemura et al., 2017) . They still provide the bedrock of our understanding. Yet the precise mathematical form and mechanistic origin of the nonlinearity remain controversial, with different papers pointing out compelling roles for membrane voltages, intracellular calcium signals, and ON-OFF pathways (Badwan et al., 2019; Gruntman et al., 2018; Haag et al., 2016; Leong et al., 2016; Leonhardt et al., 2016; Salazar-Gatzimas et al., 2018; Wienecke et al., 2018) . None of this complexity invalidates the core insights of the HRC, nor does the HRC's domain of success warrant apathy toward the fundamental importance of these unexpected findings. Instead of algorithm and mechanism providing parallel or hierarchical goals, they should be treated as parts of one integrated understanding of the circuit.
Materials and methods

Fly husbandry
Flies were grown at 20˚C, 50% humidity in 12-hr day/night cycles on a dextrose-based food. Flies used for the behavioral experiment were non-virgin wildtype (D. melanogaster: WT: +; +; +) females between 24 and 72 hr old.
Psychophysics
The fly's turning behavior was measured with the fly-on-a-ball rig, as described in previous studies (Clark et al., 2011; Creamer et al., 2018) . The fly was tethered above a ball floating on a cushion of air. The ball served as a treadmill such that the fly could walk and turn while its position and orientation were fixed. The rotational response of the fly was the averaged rotation magnitude of the ball in 1/60s bins with an angular resolution of~0.5˚. Panoramic screens surrounded the fly, covering 270h orizontally and 106˚vertically . A Lightcrafter DLP (Texas Instruments, USA) projected visual stimulus to the screens with chrome green light (peak 520 nm and mean intensity of 100 cd/m 2 ). The spatial resolution of the projector was around 0.3˚and the projector image was updated at 180 Hz. The rig's temperature was 34-36˚.
Visual stimuli
Visual stimuli varied along the horizontal axis in 5˚pixels and were uniform along the vertical dimension. Since the panoramic screen was 270˚wide, the horizontal axis was divided into 270=5 ¼ 54 pixels, so the screen was divided into 54 vertical bars.
We used two types of binary stochastic visual stimuli for kernel extraction, a three-bar-block stimulus type, and a four-bar-block stimulus type. In the 3 (4)-bar-block stimuli, each block contained 3 (4) neighboring vertical bars that flickered white or black independently in space and time. The identical blocks then repeated periodically around the fly. Since there are 54 bars, the entire visual field was divided into 18 (14.5) blocks. Each bar updated its contrast every 1/60 second.
We used third-order glider stimuli (Hu and Victor, 2010) to directly measure the fly's sensitivity to three-point correlations. Third-order glider stimuli are binary patterns of black and white pixels. In each glider stimulus, one can enforce a three-point spatiotemporal correlation. Here, we considered only three-point spatiotemporal correlations that involved two neighboring points in space. We described the specific configuration of each glider with a four-parameter scheme, Dt 31 ; Dt 21 ; LnR; P ð Þ. We defined the 1st point to be the more recent one of the two points sharing a spatial location, while the other point at this spatial location was defined to be the 3rd point. The final point, which was in a position adjacent to the 1st and 3rd points, was defined to be the 2nd point. The temporal interval between the 2nd point and 1st point was denoted as Dt 21 , and Dt 31 was defined similarly. For example, Dt 31 ¼ 1 means that the 3rd point is 1 frame (16 ms) before the 1st point. Although Dt 31 is positive by definition, Dt 21 can be positive or negative. We used L and R to indicate whether the 1st and the 3rd points are on the left or right of the 2nd point. As detailed previously Hu and Victor, 2010) , in positive parity gliders (P ¼ þ1) one or three of these three points are white, whereas negative parity gliders (P ¼ À1) have one or three of the points black. We illustrated the configuration of each glider using a 'ball-stick' diagram, where the x-axis represents space, the y-axis represents time, time runs downward, and the plus (minus) sign denotes the polarity of the glider (Figure 4-figure supplement 1A) . Overall, we presented 52 ¼ 13 Â 2 Â 2 different stimuli: thirteen different temporal intervals, each with two directions and two polarities ( Table 1) .
HRC model
We constructed a classical Hassenstein-Reichardt correlator (HRC) model (Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956) . The output r HRC t ð Þ was defined as
where s 1 t ð Þ and s 2 t ð Þ denote the contrast signals from two spatial locations, * denotes convolution in time, and f HRC t ð Þ, g HRC t ð Þ are the temporal filters of the delay line and the non-delay line. In particular,
for t ! 0, f HRC t ð Þ ¼ 0 for t<0, and
where t HRC ¼ 20 ms.
Modeling the fly's motion computation algorithm with Volterra kernels
We approximated the fly's motion computation algorithm with second-and third-order Volterra kernels. We provide a detailed description of this model in Section 1 of Appendix 1. In brief, we discretize space into pixels with Dx ¼ 5˚resolution, discretize time into time bins with Dt ¼ 1=60 s resolution, and index locations in space with an integer subscript . We modeled the response of the fly r t ð Þ as the sum of an array of elementary motion detectors (EMDs) acting at each position in space:
where r t ð Þ denotes the response of EMD at spatial location . That term is itself the sum of the second-order response r 2 ð Þ t ð Þ and third-order response r 3 ð Þ t ð Þ:
The second-and third-order responses are defined as follows (see also Appendix 1): 
where s t ð Þ and s þ1 t ð Þ denote the visual inputs that the EMD at spatial location receives. (In Figure 2B and Figure 2-figure supplement 1 , we used s L t ð Þ and s R t ð Þ to represent s t ð Þ and s þ1 t ð Þ). The second-order response r 2 ð Þ t ð Þ is the sum of second-order features, s t À t 1 ð Þs þ1 t À t 2 ð Þ, weighted by the second-order kernel, K 2 ð Þ LR t 1 ; t 2 ð Þ. The third-order response,
Þs þ1 t À t 3 ð Þ, weighted by the third-order kernel, K 3 ð Þ LRL t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ð Þ. Note that we use the notation K 3 ð Þ LLR in Appendix 1, which can be transformed into K In particular, K
Measuring Volterra kernels with stochastic stimuli and reversecorrelation
To estimate the kernels, we presented stochastic binary stimuli to flies and reverse-correlated the corresponding response with the input. In particular, we estimated the second-order kernel by reverse-correlating the mean-subtracted turning response with the products of two points in space and time (Appendix 1),K
Þ is the estimated second-order kernel from the three-bar-block stimulus and K 2 ð Þ LRÀ4 t 1 ; t 2 ð Þ is the estimated second-order kernel from the four-bar-block stimulus. In particular,
where r turn t ð Þ is the mean-subtracted response, and g stim is the magnitude of the contrast in the binary stimulus (Appendix 1). s 1 t ð Þ; s 2 t ð Þ; s 3 t ð Þ represent the contrasts of 3 independent bars in 3-barblock stimulus, and s þ1 t À t 2 ð Þ s 1 t À t 2 ð Þ for ¼ 3. Similarly, s 1 t ð Þ, s 2 t ð Þ, s 3 t ð Þ, s 4 t ð Þ represent the contrasts of 4 independent bars in four-bar-block stimulus, and s þ1 t À t 2 ð Þ s 1 t À t 2 ð Þ for ¼ 4. We presented three-bar-block stimulus to 35 flies, and four-bar-block stimulus to 37 flies, for T ¼ 20 min. All fly kernel estimates were averaged to generate the final kernel estimate. Note that we enforcê
because we model the visual motion estimator as a mirror-antisymmetric operator (Appendix 1).
Similarly, we estimated the third-order kernel by reverse-correlating the mean-subtracted turning response with the products of three points in space and time (Appendix 1).
Þs þ1 t À t 3 ð Þ;
and t 1 6 ¼ t 3 . We then enforced mirror anti-symmetry by,
Þ are the symmetrized kernels, and we refer to them as the mirror anti-symmetric component. We next evaluated how much variance in the fly's turning behavior can be explained by the estimated second-and third-order kernels. We presented the same stochastic stimulus sequence to many flies, so we averaged the turning response from different flies, denoted as r turn t ð Þ, to estimate the true stimulus-associated turning response r stimÀdriven t ð Þ. We predicted the turning response r pred t ð Þ to the same stimulus sequence,
ð ÞÞ is the predicted response from the second-order (third-order) kernel. We calculated r pred t ð Þ using only the anti-symmetric component of the kernel, that isK
The Pearson correlation between r pred t ð Þ and r turn t ð Þ were 0.686 and 0.787 in three-bar and four-bar experiments.
If fly turning responses are driven only by visual stimuli, are mirror anti-symmetric, and use only second-and third-order correlations, then the measured second-and third-order kernel would explain all the variance in the stimulus-driven turning responses, and the Pearson correlation between r pred t ð Þ and r stimÀdriven t ð Þ should be one. However, our measured kernels only explained about half of the variance. There are several potential reasons for this. First, the turning responses of flies appeared very noisy, making it difficult to estimate the true stimulus-driven response. That is, r turn t ð Þ was a poor estimation of r stimÀdriven t ð Þ. Second, we wanted to minimally extend the canonical second-order motion detector while being able to account for light-dark asymmetric visual processing, so we added only one more term, the third-order kernel. However, the fly might respond to higher order spatiotemporal correlations in visual inputs, and our model did not capture them.
Representing the second-and third-order kernels in the impulse response format
To better understand and visualize the extracted kernels, we rearranged the elements in the kernels such that we could interpret kernels as the impulse response to a pair (triplet) of contrasts. This is analogous to the impulse response to a single contrast change at one point in a linear system. Before rearrangement, the rows (columns) of the second-order kernel represent the temporal argument t 1 (t 2 ) in the matrixK 2 ð Þ LRÀsym t 1 ; t 2 ð Þ. After rearrangement, the rows correspond to the time since the more recent point, and the columns represent different temporal intervals between the two points, with negative intervals meaning that the right point is more recent than the left point ( Figure 4-figure supplement 2D) where t ¼ min t 1 ; t 1 þ Dt 21 ; t 1 þ Dt 31 ð Þ, Dt 21 ¼ t 2 À t 1 , and Dt 31 ¼ t 3 À t 1 . Rows again represent the time since the last point, the columns represent the temporal distance between the more recent point on the left and the sole right point, and the third tensor dimension represents the temporal distance between two left points ( Figure 4B ). For this third-order kernel, we also summed along the rows for 0.75 s to define the summed kernel strength ( Figure 4C) Testing the significance of the measured third-order kernel with 'null kernels'
We tested the significance of the measured kernel with synthetic null kernels ( Figure 4C) . We shifted the stimulus with 100 random temporal offsets (the offset was at least 2 seconds long), reverse-correlated these shifted stimuli with responses, and generated 100 synthetic null kernels. The 100 kernels extracted from the misaligned stimulus and response were used to test the significance of the real kernel. We calculated the summed kernel strength of these 100 null kernels, and built the null distribution of summed kernel strength and performed two-tailed z-test. We tested kernel strength in the region of the kernels: t 3 À t 1 from 0 to 250 ms, and t 2 À t 1 from -250 to 250 ms, which equaled 528 ¼ 16 Â 33 kernel strengths in total. There are 43 significant (p <0.05) responses, and around 23% of the total significant points (10 in total) aggregated when jt 1 À t 2 j<83 ms, t 3 À t 1 j j<83 ms. Therefore, we further simplified our kernel by setting third-order kernel elements to zero when jt 1 À t 2 j ! 83 ms or t 3 À t 1 j j ! 83 ms, and denoted the 'cleaned' kernel asK 3 ð Þ LRLÀsymÀclean t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ð Þ. To be consistent, we also set elements of the second-order kernel to zero when jt 1 À t 2 j>83 ms, and denoted it asK
The exact p-values for the summed third-order strength were shown for t 2 À t 1 ¼ ½À133ms; 133ms with 16.7 ms increment in the following table from top to bottom. Comparing the measured third-order kernel with the glider responses
We measured the fly's sensitivity to three-point correlations using a suite of third-order glider stimuli. Overall, we presented 52 ¼ 13 Â 2 Â 2 different stimuli (See Visual stimuli in Materials and methods, Table 1 , Figure 4-figure supplement 1A) . Each glider stimulus elicited sustained turning responses , so we averaged the response over time and denote it as r glider Dt31;Dt21;L=R;P ð Þ , where the subscript specifies the stimulus type. Since we assume the fly's motion computation is mirror anti-symmetric, we subtracted responses to the pairs of gliders with different directions but with the same temporal interval and polarity, and denote it as r glider where O denotes the orientation of the glider (i.e. left or right), and ÀO denotes the opposite orientation. We plotted 18 out of 26 averaged responses in Figure 4 -figure supplement 1B.
In Table 1 , we listed the number of flies tested for each glider (n P¼1 is the number of flies tested with positive gliders, n P¼À1 with negative gliders), and the p-values of Student t-tests, which were tested against zero response (p P¼1 is the significance level for positive gliders, p P¼À1 for negative gliders).
The measured third-order kernel and the measured glider responses should both reflect the fly's sensitivity to three-point correlations. To test agreement between these two measurements, we used the measured third-order kernel to predict the fly's responses to glider stimuli. We made the prediction by summing the 'diagonal line' of the third-order kernel. Specifically, we found the predicted response to specific third-order gliders by summing over all elements in the kernel with the same temporal differences as the glider:
The constant of 54 Â 6 takes into consideration the spatial summation all 54 putative EMDs and all six parts of third-order kernel in one EMD (Appendix 1), and g stim ¼ 1 is the contrast of the glider stimuli. For gliders who have two points on the right side, we used K RLRÀsym instead of K LRLÀsym . Since the third-order kernel is agnostic to the polarity of the three-point correlations and reflected only the average of the fly's sensitivity to positive and negative correlations, we averaged the responses of positive and negative gliders. This neglects higher-order components of glider responses that could nevertheless be biologically meaningful. We then compared the r gliderÀave Figure 4D ).
Comparing the temporal structure of the second-and third-order kernels
To compare the temporal structure of the two kernels, we first rearranged and combined the elements in the third-order kernel into a two-dimensional representation and then rearrange the second-order kernel in the impulse response format. Specifically, we rearranged the elements in the third-order kernel intoK 3 ð Þ alignedÀLRL t; Dt LR ; Dt LL ð Þ, where t corresponds to the time since the most recent point, Dt LR is the average time difference between left points and the right point, and 2Dt LL is the temporal separation between the two left points (Figure 4-figure supplement 2A left) . In particular,K
where t corresponds to the time since the most recent point, Dt RL is the average time difference between right points and the left point, and 2Dt RR is the temporal separation between the two right points (Figure 4-figure supplement 2A right) . Finally, we summed over the within-point time differences (Dt RR and Dt LL ), and summed these two pieces to obtain a matrix (Figure 4-figure supple 
where Dt ¼ 1=60 s. impulse in each column, and we rescaled the two summed kernels so that the norm of each was 1 ( Figure 4E) . In order to ease the visual comparison of the temporal structure between the two kernels, we also flipped the sign of the summedK Comparing the second-and third-order kernels with the singular value decomposition (SVD)
We factorizedK 
Extracting kernels of various motion detectors that were optimized to predict image velocity in natural scenes
We characterized four other motion detectors (Figure 4-figure supplement 3) with Volterra kernels (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . These motion detectors have various physiological plausible structures and were optimized to predict image velocities in natural scenes. We fed the same stochastic binary stimuli sequence to these motion detectors, collected the corresponding responses, and extracted the second and third-order kernels using reverse-correlation. In Figure 4F , we presented the summed kernel strength of the third-order kernels. Note that we only presented several examples, and the spatiotemporal arguments of these examples are represented graphically.
Natural scene dataset
We used a natural scene dataset (Meyer et al., 2014) , which contains 421 panoramic luminance-calibrated naturalistic two-dimensional pictures. Each picture has 927 Â 251 pixels and subtends 360h orizontally and 97.4˚vertically, so that the spatial resolution is~0.30˚/pixel. In our study, we used 1dimensional images, which were single rows from the two-dimensional pictures. Therefore, there were 105671 ¼ 421 Â 251 images in the dataset. We refer to the two-dimensional scenes as pictures or photographs, and refer to the one-dimensional slices as images.
Preprocessing photographs
To simulate the photoreceptors, we converted the luminance pictures into contrast pictures with a blurring step and contrast computation step.
First, to simulate the spatial resolution of the fly's ommatidia, we blurred the original photograph (Figure 4-figure supplement 1B) , denoted by I, with a two-dimensional Gaussian filter f blur x; y ð Þ.
where l blur is related to full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) by l blur ¼ FWHMblur 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2 ln 2 p , and we chose FWHM blur ¼ 5:3˚ (Stavenga, 2003) . The original pictures cover the full circular range horizontally, but only 97.4˚vertically. When the range of the filter extended beyond the vertical boundary of the picture, we padded the picture by 'vertical reflection'. This reflection padding was also used when we calculated the local mean-luminance. In Figure 1B , where we demonstrated one example picture, we did not perform this blurring step in order to preserve high spatial acuity such that it is pleasing for human eyes. Second, we converted the luminance signals in the blurred photograph to contrast signals (Figure 1-figure supplement 1CD ) (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) , where c x; y ð Þ is the contrast at each location x; y ð Þ. I mean is the local mean luminance, which is the averaged luminance weighted by a two-dimensional Gaussian spatial filter f localÀmean . The length scale of f localÀmean can be equivalently described by l localÀmean and FWHM localÀmean , where l localÀmean ¼ FWHMlocalÀmean 
where I blurÀtime x; y; t ð Þ is the simulated naturalistic moving luminance signal (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) , and the local mean luminance was the averaged luminance signals over time, with the temporal filter f localÀmeanÀtime t ð Þ ¼ exp Àt=t localÀmean ð Þ, where f localÀmeanÀtime t ð Þ is normalized to have a sum of 1. We swept t localÀmean from 10 ms to 500 ms (Figure 3-figure supplement 2FG) .
Depending on the parameters in local mean computation, we had 20 natural scene datasets, including 14 datasets whose local mean luminance was computed statically and 6 dynamically. Unless specified, we used the natural scene dataset with contrast images preprocessed statically with FWHM localÀmean ¼ 25˚.
Eliminating the higher order structure of natural scene ensemble
We created a synthetic image dataset where we effectively preserved only the second-order structure of natural scenes ensemble and eliminated the higher-order structure. We viewed each 1D image as a random vector determined by P natural X ð Þ; where X is a n-dimensional vector (n ¼ 927 for 927 pixels). The covariance matrix of P natural X ð Þ determines the point variance and pairwise spatial correlations in natural scenes. We intended to construct a Gaussian distribution P synthetic X ð Þ such that its covariance matrix is the same as P natural X ð Þ. In this way, the image ensemble sampled from P synthetic X ð Þ will contain the same second-order statistics as the natural scene ensemble, but it would lack the higher order statistics present in the natural scene ensemble.
Because the pixels in images are horizontally translational invariant, the covariance matrix of P natural X ð Þ is a circulant matrix and can be diagonalized by a discrete Fourier transform. Therefore, we constructed P synthetic X ð Þ and generated the synthetic dataset in the frequency domain (Bialek, 2012) . Operationally, we first performed a discrete Fourier transform (with fft function in Matlab v2018a, RRID:SCR_001622) on each one-dimensional image in the natural scene dataset and obtained its Fourier domain representation y i . To generate one synthetic image, we sampled two real numbers from these two distributions as the real and imaginary part of Fourier component of the synthetic image at frequency k n . In the end, we performed an inverse Fourier transform to the sampled Fourier components to gain a synthetic image in the spatial domain. In total, we generated 1000 high-order-structure-eliminated synthetic images, and refer to this synthetic image dataset to as the dataset in which higher order structure was eliminated.
Computing and manipulating statistics of individual one-dimensional images
The natural scene dataset was comprised of an ensemble of heterogeneous images, and the statistics of different images can be drastically different from each other. Thus, we considered each onedimensional image to have its own contrast distribution, P Figure 5B ). We generated 14 ¼ 2 þ 10 þ 2 synthetic image datasets to mimic various statistical properties of natural scenes ( Table 2) . These 14 datasets differ in three parameters: (1) the contrast range; (2) whether the contrast skewness was constrained; and (3) the specific value of the imposed skewness when the skewness was constrained. We conceptually justify this image synthesis method in Appendix 2, and here we focus on methodological details. For every image in the natural scene dataset, we generated a corresponding image in each synthetic image dataset. This involved two steps.
In step one, we determined all relevant image statistics and generated the corresponding maximum entropy distribution (MED). Operationally, for each individual image, we found its contrast range, c min ; c max ½ ; the largest contrast magnitude, dc ¼ max jc min j; jc max j ð Þ; and the sample mean, c . We then derived the contrast range specified in Table 2 , binned the range into N discrete levels, calculated the contrast frequency at each level to estimate P i ð Þ pixel X ð Þ; and estimated the contrast variance c s 2 and skewness c g from this estimated distribution. Finally, we solved the MED (Appendix 2) with the constrained statistics specified in Table 2 . In the 'imposed skewness' column, 'NA' means that the skewness was not constrained in the MED.
In step two, we generated the synthetic image. The solved MED captures the pixel statistics but does not capture any spatial correlations between pixels. Therefore, we decided to interpolate between sampled pixels to coarsely mimic the spatial correlations. Operationally, for an individual image, we calculated its spatial correlation function and found the cutoff distance, Dx a ; where the correlation falls below a ¼ 0:2. We then sampled contrast values independently from the solved MED and placed these contrasts Dx a pixels apart. Finally, we up-sampled the low-resolution image to a high-resolution image using the resample function in Matlab v2018a (RRID:SCR_001622).
Note that MED-3 through MED-7 are theoretically related to MED-8 through MED-12 by contrast inversion. We thus generated synthetic datasets MED-8 to MED-12 by simply inverting the contrast of images in dataset MED-3 to MED-7.
Simulating naturalistic motion with natural scenes
To simulate the full-field motion signals induced by self-rotation in the natural environment, we rigidly translated images at various horizontal velocities (Fitzgerald and Clark, 2015) . For each trial, we randomly chose one 1-dimensional image from the dataset. We had 35 image datasets in total, including 20 natural scene datasets preprocessed with different parameters and 15 synthetic image datasets, we therefore built 35 naturalistic motion datasets, where all images were sampled from a particular image dataset in each motion dataset. We sampled the velocity in two ways. First, we sampled it from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of 114˚/s. This standard deviation is the measured standard deviation of the spontaneous rotational turning speed of freely walking flies. In Figure 3 -figure supplement 1, we varied the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution from 32˚/s to 512˚/s. Second, we selected an image velocity at discrete values ranging from 0˚/s to 1000˚/s with a 10˚/s interval. Given an image-velocity pair, we rigidly move this image with this velocity for one second. The temporal resolution is 60 Hz.
To eliminate any potential left-right asymmetry in naturalistic motion datasets, if we moved an image rightward at a certain speed, we always simulated a paired trial in which the same image was flipped horizontally and moved leftward with the same speed.
Calculating the responses of different motion detectors to naturalistic motion signals
Our study concerns two motion detectors: the HRC and the measured kernels. For the HRC, we created an array of 54 overlapping HRC elementary motion detectors which extended 270˚horizontally. We calculated the instantaneous HRCs' outputs at the end of each trial and averaged them across space to get the model's output r HRC . For the measured kernels, we calculated the instantaneous output of the kernels at the end of each trial, including the second-order response, r 2 ð Þ ; the thirdorder response, r 3 ð Þ , and the total response, r ¼ r 2 ð Þ þ r 3 ð Þ .
In Table 3 , we listed the simulation parameters for each figure, including the motion detector, the image dataset, the velocity distribution, and the number of trials (image-velocity pairs). If the dataset is natural scenes, we also listed its preprocessing parameter FWHM localÀmean . If the velocity distribution is Gaussian, we listed its standard deviation. For example, in Figure 3 , we predicted the motion estimates of the measured kernel to the naturalistic motion. The naturalistic motion was created with images sampled from the natural scene dataset that has preprocessing parameter FWHM localÀmean ¼ 25˚, and created with velocity sampled from the Gaussian distribution that has standard deviation of 114˚/s. We simulated 10,000 independent trials, and had 20,000 trials after enforcing left-right symmetry.
Evaluating the performance of a motion detector
We denote the true velocity of the image as v img and the response of a motion detector as v est . We assessed the accuracy of the motion estimation using two metrics. First, we measured the Pearson correlation between v img and v est ,
where the variances and covariances are evaluated across any of the naturalistic motion datasets introduced above. To estimate the uncertainty in induced by finite sample sizes, we randomly separated all independently simulated trials into 10 groups, calculated the Pearson correlation for each group, and estimated the SEM of the Pearson correlation across the groups. Second, when the image velocity was sampled at discrete values, we measured the variance of v est conditional on each possible image velocity, var v est jv img ¼ v 0 À Á .
Evaluating the improvement added by the third-order response
To evaluate how much improvement was added by the third-order response to the second-order response, we calculated the relative Pearson correlations: improvement ¼ 2þ3 we separated all trials into 10 groups, calculated the Pearson correlation for each group, calculated the improvements in each group, and estimated the SEM of the improvements across the groups.
Assessing the empirical weighting of the second-order and third-order responses
We modeled the image velocity as a linear combination of the second-order and third-order responses v img ¼ a 2 ð Þ r 2 ð Þ þ a 3 ð Þ r 3 ð Þ þ img ;
and estimated the optimal weighting coefficients,â ð2Þ ;â 3 ð Þ À Á , using ordinary least square regression.
We calculated best ¼ Calculating the residual of second-order response
The second-order response can be viewed as a function of the image velocity, as well as noise that depends on image structure:
We estimated the noise term as 2 ð Þ ¼ r 2 ð Þ Àb 2 ð Þ v img ;
whereb 2 ð Þ minimized the squared residual and 2 ð Þ denotes the estimated residual (noise). :
As was the case of the second-order kernel, in K 3 ð Þ h 1 ;h 2 ;h 3 t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ð Þ the first (second, third)
deviates from zero and the distribution distorts asymmetrically from the uniform distribution to satisfy the non-zero mean. As the ratio of 0 and b 0 grows larger, l Ã has to deviate more from 0, and the distribution becomes increasingly asymmetric. When 0 b 0 is small, l Ã is roughly linear in 0 b 0 . Also note that there is a simple proportionality between l Ã and 1 b 0 . This dependence is easily understood by the requirement that l Ã x is dimensionless. original natural scene. However, this heterogeneity introduces variability across images that could potentially impact the estimation accuracy we observed. Therefore, we also simulated secondary datasets where we used a common symmetric bound for all synthetic images. We chose this bound such that we could successfully solve the MED for the mean, variance, and skewness levels of most natural images.
